
Bulo Introduces Groundbreaking WoodSaver Technology for
Sustainable Veneer Production at Clerkenwell Design Week.

Belgian Furniture Brand Bulo and sister company Bosq Launches Innovative
WoodSaver Technology at Clerkenwell Design Week.

Images from Bosq Factory, Antwerp (Left). H2O Table by Bulo made using Woodsaver® Technology (Right).

Bulo, renowned for its dedication to sustainability and cutting-edge designs, is delighted to
introduce WoodSaver to the UK market. This milestone launch heralds a momentous
occasion, as it sets the stage for a transformative and sustainable future in the UK furniture
industry.

WoodSaver is a revolutionary technology that offers a sustainable solution to reduce waste
in veneer production. This groundbreaking development will take centre stage during the
highly anticipated Clerkenwell Design Week, presented with their UK partner and distributor,
Welltek.

WoodSaver has captivated the design world with its ability to combat the significant waste
generated during veneer production. Veneer production waste in the furniture industry is a



growing concern, and recent research has shed light on its impact. Furniture production has
a huge global carbon footprint, and we’ve seen an acceleration in manufacturers actively
making an effort to reduce waste and implement more sustainable strategies.

Bulo places huge importance on the circularity of the products they manufacture, as well as
considering the repairability of the products so that the life span can be incre

In addition to this, it is vital for the industry to actively work towards implementing more
sustainable waste reduction strategies and being mindful of the world’s resources. Bulo
seeks to revolutionise the industry by implementing WoodSaver technology, paving the way
towards a more sustainable future.

WoodSaver utilises an inventive finger-joint
technique that reconnects small pieces of
veneer, allowing the utilisation of short pieces to
produce standard panels. This reduces waste
and preserves the intrinsic value of veneer that
is typically lost during recycling. With a barely
visible finger joint after sanding, WoodSaver
offers an unmatched level of craftsmanship and
sustainability in veneer production.

“As a young entrepreneur and the third generation of a family business, I
recognise the need to be more economical with resources. Thanks to the

WoodSaver technique, we achieve an efficiency gain of approximately 20%
on our raw materials. It is our vision to creatively focus more on circularity

in the future.”
– Louis Busschop, Director.

Clerkenwell Design Week provides the perfect platform for Bulo to showcase its WoodSaver
technology to design enthusiasts, industry professionals, and the media. Attendees will have
the opportunity to witness firsthand the incredible craftsmanship and ingenuity of WoodSaver
in action.

Bulo, known for its commitment to sustainability and innovative designs, is proud to bring
WoodSaver to the UK market. This launch marks a significant milestone in their vision for a
more sustainable and circular future in the furniture industry.

WoodSaver Technology for Sustainable Veneer Production (CDW Talk)
Wednesday 22nd May 1pm-2pm
Design Fields

https://lilulium.com/home/furniture/the-environmental-impact-of-furniture-production-what-you-need-to-know/


For more information about WoodSaver and Bulo's commitment to sustainability, please visit
Bulo.com or Welltek.co.

https://bulo.com/
https://welltek.co/

